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PARKER’S
SUNRISE SERMON (#7)
Captain Shaddock (#4)
Abeja (#1)

Exacta:  4-7/1-4-7, $4.  Tri:  4-7/1-4-7/1-3-4-5-7, $6.  Daily Double:  4-7/1-6, $4.  Pick 3:  4-7/1-6/5-8, $4.    

Finished a distant second when favored in his first start at Emerald two weeks 
ago, he again should have the lead early and deserves another chance.
$80,000 purchase shows slow workouts but he is bred to be quick early and 
this barn does well with first time starters.
Close fourth in his first start of the year last, the extra distance will help.

Super:  4-7/1-4-7/1-3-4-5-7/all, $6.  Pick 5:  4-7/1-6/5-8/4-7, $8.  Pick 7:  4-7/1-6-7/5/4-7/5-7/3/1-10, $9.60. 

BUDS A FLYIN (#1)
Atta Boy Lucky (#6)
Lean Cozzene (#7)

Exacta:  1-6/1-6-7, cost $4. Trifecta:  1-6/1-6-7/1-2-5-6-7, $6.
Pick 3:   1-6/5-8/4-7, cost $4.

Nine-year-old makes his first start tonight and draws the inside in a race filled 
with early speed, he seems most likely in a wide open heat.
Forced a rocket first quarter mile before tiring in his first start in some time 
last, he could surprise at a nice price.
Makes his seasonal debut today and should be close by thoroughout.  

OLD FASHION HALO (#5)
Aunt Maryann (#8)
Grace’s Image (#1)

Exacta:   5-8/1-5-8, $4.  Tri:L  5-8/1-5-8/1-2-4-5-8, $6.  Pick 3:  5-8/4-7/5-7, $4.

Forced the pace and tired when facing tougher in her first start on this surface, 
she drops and should be set to graduate.
Ships in from Arkansas off a good second to similar, she also draws well and 
should track the top choice right from the start.
Showed ability in her first two starts last year, she deserves a look.

CANTCATCHME (#4)
Credit Line (#7)
Chu and I  (#3)

Exacta:  4-7/3-4-7, $4.  Tri:  4-7/3-4-7/3-4-5-7, $4.  Pick 3:  4-7/1-5-7/3, $6. 

Even effort for third when facing a good field for the claiming price in his last, 
he faces easier tonight, gets a slight call over the Credit Line.
Excellent effort when second despite breaking a step slowly in his most recent, 
he draws well and clearly is the main threat to the top choice.
Stretch runner finished a very close third last, looks likely for a piece again.

IMAGE OF TRUTH (#7)
Coastal Roar (#5)
Dana’s Fast Ridge (#1)

Exacta:  5-7/1-5-7, cost $4.                     Trifecta  5-7/1-5-7/1-4-5-6-7, cost $6.  

Decent effort when favored in his most recent, he was stuck inside that day and 
moves outside tonight, which should help.
Just failed to hold on after leading till the final yards in his first start of the 
meet, he again will have to be caught.
Lost any chance with a pretty good stumble at the start last, maybe.

Super:   1-6/1-6-7/1-2-5-6-7/all, $4.80.

Super:  5-8/1-5-8/1-2-4-5-8/all, $6.  Pick 5:  5-8/4-7/1-5-7/3/1-10, $12.

Super:  4-7/3-4-7/3-4-5-7/2-3-4-5-7, $1.60.  Pick 4:  4-7/1-5-7/3/1-10, cost $6.

Super:  5-7/1-5-7/1-4-5-6-7/all, $4.80.        Pick 3:  1-5-7/3/1-10, cost $6.
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PARTY POOPER (#3)
Big Hat Charlie (#6)
It’s Little Richie (#2)

Exacta:  3/2-5-6, cost $3. Trifecta:  3/2-5-6/2-4-5-6, $4.50. 

Good finished for a clear second in fast time, he also broke a bit slowly that 
day and worked very well five days ago, looks best.
Raced to a close fourth at Golden Gate in his last against similar, he draws 
well and should get a great trip from just off the lead early.
Looks ready off a nice string of workouts, he seems likely to get part.

Super:   3/2-5-6/2-4-5-6/all, $2.70.

XERXES (#10)
Wedgey Time (#1)
Endless Cruise (#4)

Exacta:  1-10/1-4-10, cost $4. Trifecta:  1-10/1-4-10/1-2-4-9-10, $12. 

Didn’t disappoint when favored over easier in his first start at Emerald, he will 
have to work to get the lead early but should repeat.
Third after forcing the pace while in need of a race last, he  loves these short 
distance races and should be right there at the finish.
Another who looked to need his last race, he figures to go better in this spot.

EMERALD DOWNS RACE SELECTIONS
for Friday Evening, April 29th, 2016

Today’s Best Bet (s): Today’s Longshot:
PARTY POOPER in the sixth. ATTA BOY LUCKY in the second.

Super:   1-10/1-4-10/1-2-4-9-10/1-2-4-6-7-9-10, cost $4.80.

Today’s Exotic Play: 
Race 4, $.50 Tri:  3-7/3-4-7/3-4-5-7, cost $4.

Daily Double:  3/1-10, cost $2.
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LOFTY CAUSE (#1)
Yodelers Way (#3)
Dutt Bart (#2)
REDEEMING QUALITY (#2)
Warren’s Honey Bee (#6)
Turf Club Queen (#4)
OUTTHINK’EM (#7)
Next Book (#6)
Domino Johnson (#3)

DREAM NAVIGATOR (#7)
Candy Tale (#2)
Dixie Dame (#1)
DANCING SUNSET (#2)
Adrian’s Girl (#4)
Coronado Cool (#7)
BROTHER SOLDIER (#8)
Being There (#9)
Black Tie (#2)
DESERT MADAM (#7)
Abets Abet (#3)
Take It Easyplease (#4)
EVENING AGAIN (#9)
Lady’s Discretion (#8)
Lil Jessica (#3)
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Los Alamitios  Golden Gate        Lone Star
Race Selections for Saturday, April 29th, 2016

WARM MOVE (#3)
Madame Clouet (#5)
Stardust Melody (#4)
REASONABLE PRIDE (#4)
Natural Stride (#8)
Tony Tequila (#5)
BARCELO (#5)
Sweet Moment (#6)
Majestic Fantasy (#2)

GONE TO BALI (#2)
Mrs. Norris (#7)
Dancing Lindsay (#4)
BOMBAY BOB (#2)
Speedy Puig (#8)
Fancy Terrace (#6)
SQUIDWARD (#3)
Awesome Image (#1)
Lil’ Chieftain (#8)
GOLDEN DYNAMO (#8)
So Elite (#3)
Fort Cady (#1)
HITTHEROADRUNNING (#2)
Candy for Debbie (#3)
Bird E House (#11)

SIR PAPA JOHN (#4)
Right Lane Lukasz (#2)
Glade Runner (#3)
MR LEXIS (#6)
Deep Bottom (#2)
Early Ride (#1)
GET PAID (#5)
Cinnamonsbirdie (#1)
Colorshow (#6)

NEX HAL COMIN (#6)
Moneyman John (#4)
Charlie and I (#1)
CAJUN QUEEN (#5)
Ever Arch (#6)
Devirow (#2)
VACATION SPOT (#5)
Degree (#7)
Sedona Sky (#2)
JOHN GORDON (#8)
Saint Floyd (#4)
Star’s Valentino (#2)
DREAM DREAM (#5)
Tough Kicks (#8)
Kim Lu Lu (#3)
HAPPY WILDCAT (#7)
America’s Star (#1a)
Sweetdreamstonight (#10)


